FAMILY MEDICINE
EUROPEAN MEETING

Rome, June 6 2014
Boscolo Hotel Exedra
MEETING AGENDA

10,00 Opening remarks, Giacomo Milillo – National Secretary of FIMMG (Italian Federation of GPs)
10,15 Welcome address, Aldo Lupo - President of UEMO (European Union of GPs)

10,30 – 13,00 MORNING SESSION

ROUNDTABLE: WHICH PROSPECTS FOR FAMILY MEDICINE IN EUROPE

Stanislav Konstacky, Member of the Executive committee of Association of the Czech GPs
Claude Leicher, President of MG France
Giacomo Milillo, National Secretary of Italian Federation of GPs
Sonata Varvuolyte, President of Lithuanian Society of GPs

13,00 Lunch break

15,00 - 17,30 AFTERNOON SESSION

15,00 – 15,20
The Project EIP – AHA, ACTION GROUP A1: Prescription and adherence to treatment
Sergio Pecorelli, President of the Board of AIFA (Italian Medicines Agency)

15,20 – 15,30 Discussion

15:30-17:30 THE PRIMARY CARE (GPs) MEETS THE EUROPEAN MEDICINES AGENCY (EMA)

Moderator: Walter Marrocco, Scientific Coordinator of FIMMG
Speakers: Guido Rasi, Executive Director of EMA
Isabelle Moulon, Head of Patients and Healthcare Professionals Department
Laurent Brassart, Scientific Administrator, Stakeholders and Communication Division

1. Last call for GPs in Europe? Key note speech by Guido Rasi
2. Role the European Medicines Agency, Isabelle Moulon
3. When do we need to share experience/information?, Laurent Brassart
4. EMA interaction with healthcare professionals/collaboration with Primary Care, Isabelle Moulon
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